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Abstract 
The center part of the study is to deal with various risk encountered in construction projects. It hasbeen recognized as important 

part of project life cycle in order to achieve the objectives in terms of time, quality, cost and scope. Based on the conditions of 

construction projects this study identifies and analyze them with appropriate risk managing techniques to give solution to various 

risks. 

 

All analysis are based on theoretical background regarding risk, risk management process and project life cycle approach in the 

construction sector. This study presents the risk management in the pre-execution stages, execution, post -execution of project life 

cycle of construction project. This study proposes to apply risk managing techniques which includes well-documented procedure 

for the one stop solution all types of hazard most likely to occur during any construction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Risk Management 

Project risk management is the art and science of managing 

risk caused by unforeseen (uncertainties) which may require 

deviation from the plan of approach and therefore may 

affect the project objective set during initial stage. It 

involves various steps such as identification, analyses, 

mitigation and controlling them. 

 

Risk management can be described as the systematic way of 

looking into areas where the risk is commonly encountered 

and how it can be treated. It is management tool which helps 

in identifying the uncertainties and develop a strategic 

response to mitigate it. The systematic process of risk 

management is associated with risk classification,risk 

identification, risk analysis and risk response. Risk response 

can be handled with four action accept, transfer, mitigate 

and avoid (ATMA).Risk management is a such an effective 

method is does not only help to understand various risk but 

even helps in managing risks in various stages of the project. 

 

1.2 Necessity of Risk Management 

Construction conditions vary from region to region, project 

to project, time to time. Few projects are complicated and 

encounter more risks. Few risk can occur on site and few in 

planning stages. Hence various parties sign in the contract 

and agree to follow the conditions as per the contract. Due 

certain obstacles and problems project can face serious issue 

such as delay and idling of resources. Hence the project may 

get complex. To solve these risks encountered risk 

management technique was introduced.  

Risk identification and planning helps to enhance 

profitability in the project. Construction company has many 

practical risks. Hence companies have to plane for hazard 

occurring during the project execution stage depending on 

the past experience safety and environmental risks have to 

planned in initial stage of the project and pre-cautionary step 

has to be taken. 

 

2. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

Although this work is in its in early stages, it is anticipated 

that it will cover some or all of the following objectives. 

Phase-I 

 Risk Identification with brainstorming sessions, expert 

advice, past experience, interviews. 

 Group the various risks caused during the pre-

execution.execution and post execution stages and risk 

owners responsible for them. 

 Prioritization of risks by quantitative method.(analysis) 

 

Phase-II 

 Handling risk by (ATMA) avoidance, transfer, 

mitigation,accept. 

 Rank the risks encountered according to average risk 

factor. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The suggested research objectives and subsequent questions 

listed at the beginning at this document, require the use of 

different data sources and research methods. Thus the 

research is expected to employ varies different methods 

particular to each facet of the research problems. 
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The research is expected to be done in several stages 

determined by the achievement of the predefined objectives. 

As seen at this very early stage it is expected that the 

possibilities of this work include the following 

methodologies. 

 A significant portion of what is known on the topic will 

be obtained by interviewing some of the head 

construction managers and various risk’s are grouped 

associated with construction projects. 

 Then the following risk’s are subjected for analysis. 

Depending on the type of risk’s either qualitative or 

quantitative assessment is performed. Here its 

quantitative method. 

 Qualitative and quantitative have several types of 

techniques. With these techniques all risk’s can be 

Rated and prioritized. 

 Through the questionnaire answered by the construction 

manager and site engineer we get to know the rating of 

probability and impact of various risks. i.e all risks are 

rated on a scale of 0-100. 

 Then, next to get significance or importance index, 

products of probabilityand  impact are taken dividing it 

by 100. 

For example, 

Risk of time and cost overrun, 

Probability=90      impact=86 

(90*86)/100= 77.40 

Therefore importance index=77.40 

 

 Risks are ranked according to the average risk factor. 

 

Average risk factor = ∑ I.I/ n 

Where, 

I.I=significanceindex or importance index 

n= number of risks. 

 

Method of ranking various risks: 

i) Probability index will arranged in descending order and 

highest will be ranked 1 and lowest will ranked last. 

ii) When same impact index is observed, give the same 

rank to both risks and omit the next rank. 

iii) Probability index with high rate will be ranked low and 

probability index with low rate will be ranked high. 

 

Table-1: Risk-Allocation 
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Table-2: Risk Response Startegies Plan                  Table-3: Risk Handelling Method 

  

 

Table-4: Questionnaire Analysis 
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4. RESULTS 

 Classification of risks according to the projectlife cycle. 

 Prepared mathematical modeling and calculated the 

average risk factor, through which we 

canunderstandnumber of risks hazardous to 

construction project w.r.t to average risk factor. 

 To enhance profitability in construction by maintaining 

the schedule and plan of the project. 

 To plan for risks in initial stage of the project. 

 Prepare for risk handling method by having astrategic 

response without wasting time at the point of 

emergency. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 According to studies conducted, risk management has 

to be followed by the all firms to maintain the decorum 

of construction site and organization. 

 The team working on the  project should have ability to 

look through the contract and site details and recognize 

the risks. 

 It's better to know and plan for risk in the initial stage of 

the project and Implement that technique at the time of 

emergency. 

 The mitigation method may vary from site to site 

depending on the geographical factor. 

 The charts formed may be helpful to similar 

construction projects and shall no doubt be of use. 
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